
http://www.fi.uu.nl/rekenweb/en/

http://www.fi.uu.nl/rekenweb/en/ is a website that provides some mathematics games which are 
also known as java applets. Those games are build using java programming and provided for 5 

until 12 age groups.  There are several links and menu in this website such as: 
Go to dutch site•
About•
Summer school•
Related sites: MathNet, MathForum, Cut the knot, Matti, and other links•

This site provides 43 applets/games for all group age which can be used to help students learn 
math like geometry, number and its operation, and algebra.

In details:
No game for age 5•
3 games for age 6 (make three, speedy picture1, and speedy picture 2)•

7 games for age 7 (3 games for age 6 and 4 new games like falling sums, mirror, and put the drawling 1 and 
2)

•

9 games for age 8 (new games: number line and stamps)•

16 applets for age 9 (new games: Beads on a string, Book of magic, broken calculator, frog, Gullivers 
travels, mini golf, number factory, pie, and table numbers)

•

31 Games for age 10•

About

This link provides information about the RekenNet. 

RekenNet is a english version of RekenWeb which aims to support 

primary school teacher in teaching realistic mathematics. It consists of 

2 components:

Social RekenNet, this component give a room and chance for primary 

school teachers to meet and talk about math, teaching math and their 

daily professional activity.

1.

Website, offer opportunity  to talk with colleagues and provides some 

learning resources like computer games for children and printed sheet 

activity for teacher.

2.

'go to dutch site'

'go to dutch site' links RekenWeb/en to the Netherland RekenWeb 
(rekenweb which used dutch language). In the RekenWeb (dutch) we 
can access some information like news, agenda, articles, subsites, 
and rekenweblog.
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29 games for age 11 and 12•

'go to dutch site' links RekenWeb/en to the Netherland RekenWeb 
(rekenweb which used dutch language). In the RekenWeb (dutch) we 
can access some information like news, agenda, articles, subsites, 
and rekenweblog.

Summer school

This link links the RekenWeb/en to the page which contain 
information related to Freudental Institute and Utrecht 
agenda. For example information about summer school.
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